AVANTE N

AVANTE N

electrifies your everyday
driving experience
Stylishness and superior driving
experience keep your heart racing.
From adrenalin pumping race tracks to everyday
urban driving moments, the exclusiveness of
AVANTE N offers you a stylish lifestyle.
AVANTE N Full Option (Performance Blue)

Functional design
The design details and exquisite black hues that amplify high-performance
features complete its dynamic and the unparalleled style.
AVANTE N Full Option (Performance Blue)

N-exclusive design that emphasizes aerodynamic
functionality delivers a high-performance vibe.

N-exclusive bumper and radiator grille
N-exclusive side sill molding (red strip)
AVANTE N Full Option (Performance Blue)

N-exclusive wing-type rear spoiler and dual single tip exhaust

Driving space

A driver focused interior allows you to fully immerse into the driving performance of AVANTE N.

N Light Sport Bucket Seats (Door Welcome Lamps with N logos, Alcantara Suede)

AVANTE N Full Option (Black Monotone with Blue Accent)

AVANTE N offers the best driving environment thanks to
new infotainment system and ergonomic design.

10.25-inch color LCD cluster (including N-exclusive graphics)
10.25-inch navigation system (including N Grin Control System)

BOSE premium sound system (8 speakers and an external amplifier)

N-exclusive metal door scuff
N-exclusive semi-perforated leather gear knob

Rear stiff bar

High performance
AVANTE N is powered by a 2.0 Turbo flat power engine which produces maximum power of 280 ps
and torque of 40.0 kgf·m.
* Maximum power from 5,500RPM with improved acceleration

N-exclusive 2.0L flat power
turbo gasoline engine
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AVETEN N Full Option (Performance Blue)
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Electronic-Limited Slip Differential
(ELSD)

Integrated Drive Axle (IDA)

Electronic Controlled Suspension (ECS)

Torque Feedback (R-MDPS)

N-exclusive high performance brakes

REV matching

Launch control

N Power Shift (NPS)

N Track Sense Shift (NTS)

N Grin Shift (NGS)

Inspired by WRC rally cars, the drive shaft, wheel hub

A different range of damping force based on speed,

Improves steering consistency and precision in any

High-performance brake discs, high friction brake

Automatically matches speed of engine and

Launch control allows driver to enjoy maximum

As a DCT exclusive feature, NPS enhances accel-

Automatically selects optimal gear shift and shift tim-

NGS provides extra 10 horsepower for 20 seconds,

Actively distributes torque between the inner

and bearing have been developed into one integrated

driver input, road condition and driving modes

driving condition through the robust torque feedback

pads, and air guides provide enhanced braking and

optimizes gear shift. When downshifting, automatic

acceleration from standstill with ease by optimizing

eration performance by maximizing engine torque

ing when track driving is sensed. This enables drivers

boosting to 290 horsepower by temporarily utilizing

and outer wheels when cornering. This enhances

drive axle. This is beneficial in terms of withstanding

provides better ride and handling performance. This

logic, providing a more precise steering experience

reduced fade along with highlighted red calipers as

heel-and-toe reduces physical burden of manual

engine torque and clutch engagement control. Drivers

during upshift and reduces 0-100kph time by 0.2s.

to avoid busy gear shifting, like a professional driver.

turbocharger over-boost and maximizing transmis-

dynamic performance, allows faster corner exits

extreme lateral g-force, weight reduction of 1.7 kg and

2nd generation ECS allows the widest range of sus-

when carving corners.

an exclusive design feature.

shifting and allows faster corner exits.

can easily repeat best standstill acceleration. Launch

NPS provides a ‘push feel’ during upshift as though

sion response. Reduced interval time of 40 seconds

and minimizes understeer by optimizing wheel slip

noise reduction.

pension setting ever, from extreme track situation to

control reduces 0-100kph time by 0.3sec.

shifting the sequential gear of a race car.

allows you to push NGS at every lap.

going on a family roadtrip.

*0 to 100km/h acceleration in 5.3 seconds

and weight transfer.

Various exhaust sounds for different driving modes offer an even greater thrill
and sportier engine vibe.

N Sound Equalizer (NSE)
N Sound Equalizer amplifies dynamic driving sound in harmony with
the famous N exhaust sound through interior speakers. Drivers can
select between sporty, high performance and TCR mode and even
customize three different tones and levels.

Avante N’s safety features include a more advanced driver assistance system that protects driver and passengers from the unexpected.

After burner sound
When the accelerator is off while driving, ignition is delayed to
produce a sporty sound that resembles the backfiring of a race car.

Upshift Bang Sound (UBS)
The Upshift Bang Sound is created by controlling fuel flow of the
single cylinder and fully opening the variable exhaust valve.
This recreates the emotional sound of motorsports.

Forward Collision-Avoidance
Assist

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance
Assist

Alerts the driver of the potential for a
forward collision when vehicles in front
suddenly slow down or stop, or if there are
pedestrians or cyclists in front of the vehicle. The system also activates the brakes to
avoid an impending collision.

Alerts the driver of the potential for a
collision from the rear when the turn signal
indicator is switched on for lane changes
and helps avoid mishaps and helps with
braking if necessary.

Safe Exit Warning

High Beam Assist

Lane Maintenance Assist

Alerts drivers and passengers when an
approaching vehicle is detected from the
rear or sides after the vehicle has stopped
and one or more of the vehicle’s doors
begin to open.

Automatically switches high beams on or
off in consideration of oncoming traffic
while driving at night to ensure the safety
of the driver and of the people in oncoming
vehicles.

Helps with steering to keep the vehicle
within the chosen lane.

Rear Cross-Traffic
Collision-Avoidance Assist
Monitors areas to the left and right when
the vehicle is in reverse and alerts the
driver of any approaching traffic on either
side and brakes automatically to avoid an
impending collision.

Colors

AVANTE N

Exterior color
N-exclusive

245/35ZR19 MICHELIN Pilot Sport 4S Summer Tires and 19-inch Alloy Wheels

AVANTE N Full Option (Performance Blue)

Atlas White (SAW)

Fluid Gray Metallic (M6T)

Abyss Black Pearl (A2B)

Performance Blue (SFB)

Cyber Gray Metallic (C5G)

Amazon Gray Metallic (ASG)

Fiery Red Pearl (PR2)

Intense Blue Pearl (YP5)

* Due to print production processes, the colors shown above may vary slightly from the actual colors.

Interior color

N logo smart keys

Ambient mood lamp

Wireless smartphone chargers

Hyundai digital key

Black Monotone (Blue Accent)

10-way power driver seat and
4-way power passenger seat

Ventilated front row seats

Heated rear seats

Folding rear bench seats

Authentic Leather

Black Monotone (Blue Accent)

Alcantara Suede

Synthetic Leather

Dimension

* Unit: mm

N Performance is Hyundai’s high-performance brand that delivers the ultimate in customized performance through
incorporation of Hyundai technology and expertise, and N DNA.
Carbon dual single tip exhaust

Performance intake kit

Monobloc brakes and 19-inch forged wheels (matte black) package
1,415

Carbon exterior package

895

1,584

Carbon rear spoiler

Carbon side-view mirror

Carbon rear exhaust tip

Alcantara interior package

Alcantara steering wheels

Alcantara gear knob and boots

Alcantara handbrake cover and
center console

High-performance intake system

N performance brake system

Walk-in interior package

Monobloc brakes and 19-inch forged wheels (front-processed) package

N performance-exclusive matts and
metal door scuff

(Monoblock 4-piston calipers and bolting-type
hybrid discs)

N performance brake system

(Monoblock 4-piston calipers and bolting-type
hybrid discs)

19-inch matte black forged wheels

(real carbon wheel covers)
* Available for purchase separately only wheels

19-inch front-processed forged wheels

(real carbon wheel covers)
* Available for purchase separately only wheels

Hyundai N App
- Subscribe to Blue Link to take advantage of additional functions such
as driving data sync, ranking information and more.
- Save and analyze driving data from your driving experience
at the race track.
- Share your race track data with other subscribers.
- Available on both smartphones and tablet PCs
(Android 6.0, iOS 11.0 or higher)
- Provides data on engine oil and coolant temperatures, G-force, RPM,
torque, lap times and more.
- Search for ‘현대 N’ or ‘Hyundai N’, and download the app at Google Play
(for Andorid) or AppStore (for iOS).
[Smartphones]
Ranking information and default page

[Tablet PCs]
Driving data analysis

2,720

1,060

1,579

4,675

1,825
Type

AVANTE N

Overall length (mm)

4,675

Overall width (mm)

1,825

Overall height (mm)

1,415

Wheelbase (mm)

2,720

Tread (front) (mm)

1,584(19”)

Tread (rear) (mm)

1,579(19”)

Engine type

N-exclusive 2.0L flat power
turbo gasoline engine

Type

N-exclusive 2.0L flat power
turbo gasoline engine

Displacement

1,998

Maximum power (PS/rpm)

280/5,500 ~ 6,000

Maximum torque (kgf·m/rpm)

40.0/2,100 ~ 4,700

Fuel tank capacity (ℓ)

47

Fuel Type

Displacement Curb weight
(cc)
(kg)

Tire
(inches)

Transmission

Grade

CO2(g/km)

Fuel economy (km/ℓ)
Combined

City

Highway

Gasoline

1,998

1,485

19

8-speed DCT

4

164

10.4

9.0

12.7

Gasoline

1,998

1,450

19

6-speed
Manual

4

158

10.7

9.6

12.3

Maintain a constant speed to drive more efficiently.
- The above fuel economy was calculated based on standard driving conditions. Actual fuel efficiency may vary depending on road conditions, driving styles, cargo weight, maintenance conditions,
and outside temperatures. - Some of the photographed vehicles in this brochure depict optional features for illustrative purposes and may differ from the actual vehicles. - The features, colors, and
specifications stated in this brochure are subject to change based on improvements in the vehicle’s exterior or performance. - The above engine performance data is based on the net value, which is
a legal requirement applied by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport from 1997 onwards. To produce the da ta, an advanced measurement method that takes into account the resis tance
of vehicle emissions was used. This me thod may generate results slightly lower than those gener ated by existing methods based on the gross v alue. - The lea ther upholstery partially consists of
synthetic leather. - The vehicle colors printed in this brochure ma y differ from the actual color s. - The specifica tions of the rental vehicles may be partly different from those o f other models. For
detailed specifications, please check the price lis t catalogue for the relevant month. - The inf ormation in this brochure is based on the gasoline models, and the specifica tions may be partly different
from those of the LPi models. - N-exclusive high-performance brakes can be noisy due to their perf ormance characteristics, which is normal. - Hyundai Motor vehicles are sold at prices uniformly
applied for the same products everywhere across the country to promote fair business practices. - Use of engine oil or fuel that is of low quality may result in damage to the vehicle. - Please refer
to the owner’s manual for details about new technologies and features stated in this brochure.

The images presented here are intended to inform customers and display the best models and options. The specifications described above vary by option, package, powertrain, and exterior color.
For specification details by model, please refer to the monthly price table.

The advanced technology of Hyundai’s BlueLink system helps keep both the driver and the vehicle safe in any situation.
BlueLink is always there to keep you safe, regardless of the location or time of day. Experience the unique joy of safe and comfortable driving.
Remote Control

Safety Security

Vehicle Management

Navigation

Forgot to lock the doors? No need to worry. BlueLink’s Remote
Lock/Unlock feature ensures your vehicle is protected.

The BlueLink Center works 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. If
an airbag opens due to an accident, the Center automatically
detects your location and takes appropriate actions according
to the situation, such as contacting the police, ambulance,
insurance company, etc.

Services include real-time trouble detection while the vehicle
is running and regular vehicle inspections on pre-arranged
dates. In the event of vehicle trouble, immediate professional
consulting is available, and you may conveniently make
reservations for repair at the time and location of your choice.

This function enables the driver to conveniently search for
destinations through voice command and suggests optimum routes
based on an independent analysis of real-time traffic information.
The driver can search a database of upto-date information to find
even newly created destinations.

* Free of charge for 5 years for first-time Bluelink members after vehicle purchase. Light Service (emergency call, airbag deployment notification, monthly report, traffic data, etc.) is provided free of charge for additional five years. Remote Start and Climate Control are available on DCT
models only. * Certain functions (Digital Key 2, Hyundai CarPay, OTA (Over-The-Air) software updates, and wireless navigation system updates) are provided only to Bluelink members. Provided functions may vary by model. * Over-The-Air software update is available during the Light
Service period, and the features available may vary by model. * Inquiries: Bluelink Kakao Talk Customer Service Center (enter 'Bluelink' in Kakao Talk search screen and add as friend)

Hyundai Motor Company’s SNSs

Inquiries for Purchase

Naver Post

Facebook

post.naver.com/abouthyundai

facebook.com/AboutHyundai

Instagram

YouTube

instagram.com/about_hyundai

youtube.com/user/AboutHyundai

KakaoStory

Twitter

story.kakao.com/ch/hyundai

twitter.com/About_Hyundai
We promise to provide uniform prices and consistent services of the
highest quality at all our branches and dealerships.

Hyundai Motor Company website : hyundai.com Customer Center : 080-600-6000

Hyundai Motor Company ranked first for
the ninth consecutive year in 2022 across
all segments
(semi-mid-size, mid-size, full-size, and RVs)

2022 Korea Customer Satisfaction Index (KCSI)
Ranked 1st in the sedan sector for
29 consecutive years
Ranked 1st in the RV sector for 19 consecutive years

2022 KS-QEI
(Korea Standard-Quality Excellence Index)
Ranked 1st in 12 surveyed sectors

Ranked first place in the automobile warranty
service category of the Korean StandardService Quality Index (KS-SQI) for eight
consecutive years

on high-end models and optional features.
* The features introduced in this brochure may vary from model to model. Please refer to the monthly price table for
more detailed features of each model.

2022.12.1 ~ 12.31

* The images used in this brochure are intended to enhance customers’ understanding and are focused

